Mobike
enables smart
bike sharing

Mobike delivers insights to improve
transport policies for cities worldwide,
with Vodafone IoT

The future is exciting.

Ready?

Mobike case study

Mobike harnesses Vodafone IoT
to make the case for smarter transport
Modern cities can be dense, congested and heavily polluted. Rethinking how the
population gets around the city presents a huge opportunity to improve lives, and benefit
the environment. Mobike is not only the world’s largest bike-sharing provider, it is also ideally
placed to gather and analyse data on how users move around the city. Its insights could help
inform better transport policies for cities worldwide.
The challenge
Changing the way cities plan transport
Mobike is a smart bike sharing service from China.
But that description sells the company short: its
real mission is to change the ways in which cities
around the world are built and operate.
“We’re a tech company, and our service takes
the shape of a dockless smart bike share,” says
Florian Bohnert, Head of International, Mobike.
“Bikes are universal, most people can ride one,
and they are the best bet for solving first and
last-mile transport problems.”
Since launching in Shanghai in April 2016,
Mobike has expanded into over 160 cities in
China and abroad. It has over 7 million bikes
in use, and started its first international
operation in Singapore, in March 2017. In June
2017 it launched in Manchester, UK, its first city
outside Asia, followed by cities in Italy and Japan.
“Every city is unique, but many share common
issues,” says Bohnert. “Many are polluted,
congested and difficult to get around. Mobike
can bring a solution that is affordable, convenient
and reliable.”
Mobike’s goal is not just to provide transport
options for city dwellers, but to arm city
authorities with the data insights to make better
informed transport investments.

“

With a Vodafone IoT SIM
in the lock of our bike, we
can ship to anywhere in
the world. It means the
logistics are simple.
Florian Bohnert,
Head of International,
Mobike

”

Usage data can improve plans for cycle lanes,
bike parking, and facilities at transport hubs. “We
change the way that cities think about transport
infrastructure,” says Bohnert.

Creating a critical mass
The Mobike approach to bike sharing is very
different to schemes already present in many
cities. Rather than managing a network of
‘docked’ bikes, held at secure locations around
the city, Mobike allows users to locate and
reserve a bike via a dedicated mobile app. The
bikes are all equipped with GPS, and a SIM
connected to a central platform. This is what
makes Mobike unique in the sense that it
operates the world’s largest fleet of connected
transportation assets.

The technology embedded in the lock makes
highly efficient operations possible, with the
highest utilisation rate. Users leave a deposit and
can hire a bike for as little as 10 pence per half
hour, returning it to any regular bike parking area
at their destination.
“Our costs are cheaper because we don’t have as
much infrastructure to support,” says Bohnert.
“What we need is a critical mass of bikes in any
given city, to make it easy for users to find a bike
whenever they need one.”
To work, Mobike needs reliable connectivity to
and from its bikes. It needs the scale to grow
quickly, globally and with a consistency in pricing
to simplify commercial decisions.

The solution
Granular detail, worldwide
Mobike has a global agreement with Vodafone to
use the Vodafone Managed IoT Connectivity
Platform in every market outside of China. “We
use the Vodafone global IoT platform and one IoT
SIM per bike that fits our global expansion. We use
the platform in Singapore, in Manchester, and
we’ll continue to partner with Vodafone to help
our future expansion,” says Bohnert. “With a
Vodafone IoT SIM embedded in the smart lock of
our bikes, we can ship to anywhere in the world. It
means the logistics are simple.”
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“

The Vodafone IoT Managed
Connectivity Platform allows us
to grow city by city, user by user.
Florian Bohnert, Head of International, Mobike

Mobike users download the app and use it to find
and unlock a bike in a convenient location, and to
track their usage statistics. The IoT hardware and
software in the smart lock on the bike enables the
collection of a vast library of transport data, which
can be split by day of the week, distance, and
more. Long term, this data could be merged with
public transport data to generate a total picture of
a city’s transport infrastructure.
“We are willing to share data insights with the
relevant local transport authorities to help make
better transport decisions,” says Bohnert.
Mobike’s Chinese usage has thrown up some
startling insight based on data from a 12-month
period: on average in the cities where Mobike
operates, car journeys made by users dropped by
55%. In Beijing for example, for trips less than
5km, using bikes and public transport is quicker
than using a car 92% of the time. Bike sharing has
more than doubled bike usage in Chinese cities.
Chinese authorities are using these figures to
build new bike parking areas, adding more than
10,000 new bike parking spaces to date.

”

The future

The bottom line

Shifting more daily commutes to cycling

• Creates the scale and simplicity to grow
rapidly, worldwide

“Manchester is Mobike’s first city outside of
Asia, and there will be more to come. Europe is
a very interesting market for us, even cities with
existing docked bike share schemes.”
Mobike works best because it can provide the
market with the exact amount of bikes necessary
to support demand. It launched in Manchester
with 1,000 bikes, a number agreed on in close
collaboration with city officials. In light of the
overwhelming popularity of the system among
both residents and the local government, that
number is unlikely to remain static as the
company works with the city to satisfy surging
demand. “We pay close attention to supply and
demand, quickly getting bikes into cities where
demand has spiked. Clearly, we can’t ship bikes
to a market overnight. We’ll need to create
supply buffers and work with local operations
teams to get our bikes into the right areas.”
Mobike already uses real-time data to influence
user behaviour. It rewards users with extra credits
if they can park bikes in high-demand areas,
as dynamically determined by the company’s
“Magic Cube” big data platform. This locationbased technology and machine learning has
increased allocation and distribution efficiency.
“The Vodafone IoT Managed Connectivity
Platform allows us to grow city by city, user by
user,” says Bohnert.

• Allows all connections to be managed from
one platform
• Enables users to locate bikes in real-time
via a mobile app
• Capitalises on strength of the Vodafone brand

About Mobike
• World’s largest bike-sharing provider,
with over 7 million bikes in operation
• Started in Shanghai in April 2016. Now in
over 160 cities in China, Singapore, UK,
Italy & Japan
• Launched in Manchester, its first European
city, in June 2017
• mobike.com
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